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A Widening Gap: Republican and Democratic Views on Climate Change
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Historically, support for environmental protection in the United States has been relatively nonpartisan. Republicans have pointed

with pride to Theodore Roosevelt’s crucial role in promoting the conservation of natural resources by establishing national parks

and forests, and Democrats have applauded Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s efforts to include conservation as part of the New Deal via

the Soil Conservation Service and related programs. Especially notable was how Richard Nixon collaborated with a Democratic

Congress by signing several of the United States’ most important pieces of environmental legislation into law in the late 1960s and

early 1970s.1

The situation began to change in the early 1980s, as the Reagan administration labeled environmental regulations a burden on the

economy and tried to weaken them and reduce their enforcement. While this stimulated a temporary backlash from

environmentalists and much of the public during Reagan’s first term,2 the “Reagan Revolution,” based on the theme that

“government is the problem, not the solution,” provided electoral success for the Republican Party for a quarter century.3 The

antienvironmental orientation of the Republican Party became salient again following the Newt Gingrich–led Republican takeover

of Congress in 1994, sparking a modest negative reaction from the public,4 and has been greatly amplified during the George W.

Bush administration5 but with little discernible political cost—probably because the war on terror and the Iraq war have until

recently dominated the policy agenda.6 A consequence of these trends has been a growing divide along party lines over

environmental protection, among other government programs.

The divide has been most noticeable among political elites, such as members of Congress, who tend to be more ideologically

polarized than the general public. What had been a modest, but significant, difference in Republican and Democratic levels of

pro-environmental voting in Congress since 1970 has grown over time, especially after the Republican takeover of the U.S. House

of Representatives in 1994.7 In the past decade, it has become a chasm in both the House and Senate, as reflected in recent voting

scorecards issued by the League of Conservation Voters (LCV).8

Nonetheless, partisan differences in support for environmental protection among the general public remained relatively modest

until recently. For example, from the early 1970s until the mid-1990s, support for increased spending on environmental protection

by self-identified Democrats was typically only around 10 percent higher than for self-identified Republicans.9 The gap began to

widen in the late 1990s, likely reflecting voters’ tendency to follow cues from party leaders and political pundits.

Nowhere is the partisan gap on environmental issues more apparent than on climate change. In the 1990s, particularly in 1997

when the United States signed (but did not ratify) the Kyoto Protocol on reducing carbon dioxide emissions, conservatives began

to critique not only the proposals for reducing carbon emissions but the evidence for global warming itself. Indeed, a significant

part of the U.S. conservative movement—made up of conservative foundations, think tanks, media, and public intellectuals

—mobilized in the 1990s to challenge both climate science and climate policy.10 Conservative activists wrote hundreds of

documents (including policy briefs, books, press releases, and op-eds), held numerous policy forums and press conferences,

appeared regularly on television and radio programs, and testified at congressional hearings on global warming.11 It would appear

that the vigorous conservative campaign against climate science (particularly the findings of the Intergovernmental Panel on

Climate Change (IPCC)) and climate change advocates (especially Al Gore) has contributed to leaders of the Republican Party

adopting a highly skeptical view of global warming.

Gallup Poll results on global warming spanning a decade, including results from Gallup’s 2008 Environment Poll conducted 6–9
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March,12 suggest that this skepticism among Republican and conservative elites (particularly leading conservative media figures)13

has led rank-and-file Republicans in the electorate to follow suit. Currently a very large gap exists between self-identified

Republicans and Democrats in terms of perceptions of global warming.14

Is Global Warming Occurring?

Perhaps the most basic issue is whether the public believes that global warming is occurring, which the IPCC asserts to be the case

with considerable confidence in its 2001 report and with even more confidence in its 2007 report.15 Asked in the 2008 Gallup poll

when the effects of global warming will begin to happen, 61 percent of respondents said, “they have already begun.”16 This is a

moderate increase from 1997, when only 48 percent gave this response, but represents a significant shift from a large minority to a

solid majority of the public. However, as shown in Figure 1, while more than three-fourths of Democrats (76 percent) believe

global warming is already happening, only 42 percent of Republicans share that view in 2008.

The resulting 34 percent gap stands in stark contrast to 1997,

when nearly identical percentages of Republicans and

Democrats (48 and 52 percent, respectively) indicated that

global warming was already happening. Thus, despite all the

attention given to global warming in the media, including

coverage of IPCC reports, Republicans have become somewhat

less likely over the past decade to believe that global warming is

already occurring (from 48 to 42 percent), while Democrats have

become much more likely to hold this belief (from 52 to 76

percent).

Is Media Coverage Exaggerated?

The average person obtains information on global warming from

news media, and on the surface, it appears that public views

concerning media coverage of global warming have been relatively stable over the past decade. The belief that the seriousness of

global warming is generally exaggerated has increased very slightly since 1997, rising from 31 percent to 35 percent in 2008.17

However, this stability masks very different trends among Democrats and Republicans, as shown in Figure 2.

While the percentage of Democrats who view the news about

global warming as being exaggerated has declined moderately,

from 27 percent in 1997 to 17 percent in 2008 (the latter up a bit

from recent years), the percentage of Republicans holding this

view has increased significantly—from 37 percent to 59

percent—over the same time period. The result is a 42 percent

difference between adherents of the two major parties in 2008.

Growing skepticism about news coverage of global warming

clearly goes hand-in-hand with Republicans’ declining belief

that it is already occurring.

Is There a Scientific Consensus?

Despite the growing consensus over climate change in the

scientific community, as reflected in IPCC reports, Republican

spokespersons and conservative commentators continue to

challenge the scientific consensus on global warming by highlighting the views of a modest number of skeptic or “contrarian”
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scientists who question the IPCC’s conclusions.18 One result is that in their efforts to provide “balanced coverage,” U.S. media

have given disproportionate attention to these skeptics, creating the impression of less scientific consensus on global warming

than exists within the mainstreamscientific community.19 As a consequence, American newspapers’ portrayal of global warming as

a scientifically controversial issue differs significantly from the image presented by newspapers in other nations, where climate

change is widely reported as scientifically established.20

Nonetheless, a noticeable increase has occurred over the past

decade in the percentage of Americans who agree that most

scientists believe that global warming is occurring, from 48

percent in 1997 to 65 percent in 2008, as shown in Figure 3.21

Not surprisingly (in view of the trends observed for the two prior

questions), the belief that most scientists accept global warming

as empirically established has increased more among Democrats

(from 52 to 75 percent) than among Republicans (from 42 to 54

percent). The resulting difference of 21 percent in the 2008 poll

is lower than for the prior questions but still substantial.

Furthermore, it is striking that Republican recognition of the

growing scientific consensus has stayed virtually flat (actually,

showing a slight decline of 2 percent) during the past seven

years.

Human-Caused or Natural Change?

The IPCC has not only asserted that global warming is occurring, but that to a considerable extent it is caused by human activities

such as burning fossil fuels. Gallup has tracked Americans’ views on this issue only since 2001, and the results have been relatively

stable since then.22 In 2008, 58 percent of the surveyed population sees global warming as due more to human activities than

natural causes, slightly lower than the 61 percent giving this response in 2001.

Once again, this near-stability in the overall population hides

differing trends among Republicans and Democrats, as shown in

Figure 4. While Republicans’ belief in human-induced global

warming has declined 13 percentage points from 2001 to 2008

(53 to 40 percent), Democrats’ belief has risen slightly, from 70

to 72 percent. The result is a 32 percent gap between adherents

of the two major parties in terms of agreeing with the IPCC that

there is a high probability that observed warming has been

caused, to a significant degree, by human activities.

Is Global Warming a Threat?

The last global warming question asks whether global warming

poses a serious threat to the respondent or his or her way of

life—an issue much discussed but treated judiciously in IPCC

reports. The percentage of Americans viewing global warming as

a serious threat to themselves or their way of life during their lifetimes has moderately increased, from 25 percent in 1997 to 40

percent in 2008.23

Unlike the results presented in Figures 1, 2, and 4 (where an

increase in Republican skepticism was apparent), Figure 5

shows modest growth among Republicans who view global
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warming as a serious threat—from 20 percent in 1997 to 26 percent in 2008. The increase among Democrats has been

considerably greater, from 31 to 49 percent, resulting in a

current gap of 23 percentage points between parties. Thus, while

virtually half of Democrats currently view global warming as

posing a serious threat within their lifetimes, only one-quarter

of Republicans feel similarly.

Summarizing the Trends

Overall, the Gallup results suggest rather modest changes in

Americans’ views of global warming over the past decade.24 The

percentage of Americans who view global warming as already

happening has moderately increased, as has the percentage who believe that a majority of scientists think global warming is

occurring. As a result, a majority of Americans now endorse both views (61 and 65 percent, respectively, up from 48 percent for

both items in 1997). The percentage saying that global warming will pose a serious threat within their lifetimes has also increased

moderately, although it is still a minority position at 40 percent (up from 25 percent in 1997). In contrast, there has been a very

slight increase in the percentage (from 31 to 35) saying that the seriousness of global warming has been exaggerated. Finally, the

percentage agreeing that global warming is due more to human activities than natural changes has remained nearly unchanged

since 2001 (from 61 to 58 percent).

What these overall trends generally mask, however, are highly divergent trends among Republicans and Democrats. As noted

above, the proportions of Democrats agreeing that global warming is already happening, that most scientists believe it is occurring,

and that it poses a serious threat have increased substantially over the past decade. In contrast, the proportion of Republicans

agreeing that global warming is already happening has declined a bit, while the proportions agreeing that most scientists believe

global warming is occurring and that it poses a serious threat have both increased only modestly. The proportion of Republicans

who believe news of global warming’s seriousness is exaggerated has grown considerably over the past decade, while the

proportion of Democrats expressing this view has declined. A similar pattern of diverging partisan views has also occurred on the

issue of attributing global warming to human activities.

These trends have led to stark differences in Republicans and Democrats’ current views of global warming. The claim that

environmental protection would be a “motherhood” issue that would unite the nation, commonly made in the early 1970s, has

clearly not come to pass—particularly when it comes to global warming.

Party Polarization and Cues from Elites

The above results for the multiple beliefs about global warming deserve explanation, and scholarly work on political polarization is

helpful in this regard. While the bulk of the evidence suggests that the two political parties have become more ideologically

polarized in recent decades, University of Maryland political scientist Geoffrey Layman and colleagues note that clarifying the

causes amounts to a “chicken and egg problem.” Some analysts see polarization as elite-driven and others as driven by partisan

members of the public, but Layman and colleagues lean toward the former while noting that “party activists” as well as elites may

play a crucial role.25 Similarly, while skeptical about sweeping claims of culture wars, Morris Fiorina, a Stanford University

professor and senior fellow at the Hoover Institution, and Samuel Abrams, a research fellow at Harvard University, see increased

polarization having occurred between the two parties—which they term “party sorting” to refer to how groups of people in a

population sort out in ways that heighten their partisan differences.26 Like Layman and his colleagues, Fiorina and Abrams argue,

“There seems to be general agreement that party sorting is largely a top-down process wherein the more visible and active

members of a party, especially its elected officials and party activists, sort first and provide cues to voters that party positions are

evolving.”27

Stanford University professor Jon Krosnick and colleagues observed such party sorting on global warming in their study of the

impacts of heightened attention to climate change in late 1997 stimulated by the White House Conference on Climate Change that
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October and the Clinton administration’s endorsement of the Kyoto Accord. They found a modest but significant increase in the

salience of global warming between their September and October 1997 national survey and their subsequent follow-up survey of

December 1997 to February 1998, but only a limited change in overall attitudes.28 The limited change, however, hid opposing

trends between adherents of the two parties, as Krosnick and colleagues found that, “Democratic citizens moved toward the

administration’s point of view at the same time that Republican citizens moved away.”29 The scholars conclude, “This kind of

polarization may be particularly likely for a politicized issue like global warming, in which the Democratic and Republican parties

take clear sides.”30 Finally, and importantly, they found that party sorting was more pronounced among those who said they knew

little about global warming, prompting the authors to reason that such individuals were the most likely to look to trusted leaders

for cues.31

Evidence of Party Polarization

Results from the Gallup polls show that this general trend of party sorting vis-à-vis global warming beliefs first identified by

Krosnick and colleagues has not only endured but has increased since 1997. In addition to the preceding figures, evidence comes

from examining the correlations between party affiliation and beliefs about global warming. Increasing correlations over time

provide strong evidence of party sorting, and that is exactly what we find.

Table 1 shows Pearson correlation coefficients for the correlation of each available combination of party affiliation and belief about

global warming between 1997 and 2008. The Pearson  coefficient ranges from –1 (a perfect negative correlation) to +1 (a perfect

positive correlation), with 0 indicating no relationship. The increasing values of the Pearson coefficients across each row are

quantitative evidence for greater party sorting over time, and they statistically validate the growing polarization visually portrayed

in Figures 1–5.

To strengthen the case for the existence of party sorting, it is important to demonstrate that these correlations between party

affiliation and climate change beliefs hold up when statistically controlling for key demographic variables such as sex, age, race,

income, and education. Doing so increases the confidence that the correlations are “real” relationships and not spurious ones,

possibly caused by one or more characteristics that could influence both party identification and views of global warming.

Table 2  displays the results of a series of regression analyses predicting each of five global warming beliefs that strengthen the case

for the existence of party sorting. To simplify the presentation, only results using 2008 data have been reported.32 For each of the

five beliefs about global warming, two regression models were run. The first one (A) includes only party affiliation as a predictor of

global warming beliefs, while the second one (B) includes party affiliation plus the five demographic variables. The entries in Table

2 are standardized regression coefficients. The magnitude of a standardized regression coefficient indicates the magnitude of that

variable’s effect on the variable being predicted (in this case the respective global warming beliefs), taking into account the effects
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of the other predictor variables.

For each of the five global warming beliefs, the effect of party affiliation remains largely unchanged when controlling for the five

demographic characteristics that might be expected to reduce the correlation between party affiliation and global warming beliefs.

These results, which clearly suggest that the relationships between party affiliation and views of global warming are not spurious,

strengthen the case for party sorting on global warming.

As noted above, Krosnick and colleagues found evidence of partisan polarization on global warming surrounding the Clinton

administration’s Conference on Climate Change and the Kyoto Conference. Further, they discovered that party sorting was more

pronounced for those citizens who said they knew little about global warming than for those reporting more knowledge about

global warming.33

In the ten Gallup Polls on global warming spanning the period 1997–2008, respondents were also asked how well they understood

global warming.34 Here, respondents are divided into two groups in each year’s sample: those who report understanding global

warming “not very well” or “not at all” and those who report understanding global warming “fairly well” or “very well.”

Table 3 shows the same correlations reported in Table 1, but separately for individuals reporting higher and lower levels of

understanding of global warming. For each correlation, the Pearson coefficient in the subsample of individuals who report

understanding global warming “fairly well” or “very well” (shown in the lower half of the table) is greater than that in the

subsample of individuals who report understanding global warming “not very well” or “not at all” (shown in the upper half of the

table). In many cases, the differences between coefficients are quite large, and while all of the correlations are statistically

significant for those reporting higher levels of understanding, only a minority is for those reporting lower levels of understanding.
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In short, while Krosnick and colleagues found that party sorting was more pronounced among those who said they knew little

about global warming, the Gallup data suggest otherwise. The analyses show that partisan polarization is more pronounced among

those individuals reporting greater understanding of global warming, and this result is consistent across the five beliefs about

global warming and throughout the last decade. In other words, Republicans and Democrats who believe they understand global

warming reasonably well hold more divergent views compared with their presumably less-informed counterparts. The findings

here coincide with Layman and colleagues’ claim that party sorting is most likely to occur among individuals for whom the

polarizing issue is salient,35 at least if we assume that salience is higher for those reporting greater levels of understanding.

Potential Effects of the 2008 Presidential Election

We will soon reach the end of the George W. Bush administration, a political regime marked by a strong ideological politicization

of global warming. Indeed, journalists,36 physical scientists,37 science advocacy organizations,38 civil rights advocacy

organizations,39 federal whistleblowers,40 and federal policymakers41 have documented the Bush administration’s hostility to

climate policy and—perhaps more importantly—its misuse and abuse of climate science. Thus, it seems certain that regardless of

who wins the upcoming presidential election, the United States will have a significantly different form of leadership on global

warming than it has had under George W. Bush. How might a change in presidential leadership affect the polarization of

rank-and-file Republicans and Democrats on global warming? This warrants a brief examination of Senators John McCain’s

(R-AZ) and Barack Obama’s (D-IL) policymaking efforts and campaign positions on climate change.

A widely used measure to evaluate a congressional member’s record on environmental issues is the LCV scorecard. The LCV

scorecard is the annual percentage of pro-environment votes a senator or representative has cast out of the total number of

environment-related votes considered that year, with absences treated as negative votes, and thus scores can range from a high of

100 to a low of 0. A lifetime LCV score is that person’s career average for all years served in Congress. While McCain’s lifetime LCV

score is 26, Obama’s is 86. Although  McCain’s public persona is a moderate conservative who often bucks the Republican party

line (sometimes on environmental issues), LCV’s analysis of his environmental policy voting record over his career reveals that it

is less green than many believe. This has led to the LCV’s recent endorsement of Obama.42

Yet there is no doubt that McCain has been a leader in the U.S. Senate in terms of recognizing the seriousness of global warming

and proposing legislation (most notably the McCain-Lieberman Climate Stewardship Act) designed to reduce carbon emissions.
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Further, both candidates highlight the issue of global warming prominently on their official campaign Web sites. A side-by-side

comparison of their policy positions on climate change reveals differences much smaller than one would expect given the

polarization of the two parties over global warming. Indeed, McCain’s policy positions are much closer to Obama’s than they are to

almost all of his Republican congressional colleagues. Both McCain and Obama support a mandatory cap on carbon emissions and

a high percentage emissions reductions target by 2050 (though Obama’s target is higher). Both support increasing fuel efficiency

standards, though Obama has identified a specific miles-per-gallon target and a timetable for reaching it. They differ more on

issues such as shifting to renewable energy sources and reducing energy consumption.43

The outcome of the upcoming presidential election will likely have a greater effect on the global warming beliefs of rank-and-file

Republicans in the electorate than it will on the global warming beliefs of rank-and-file Democrats. An Obama presidency would, if

anything, strengthen Democrats’ commitment to the position that climate change is a serious problem and policies designed to

reduce carbon emissions are necessary. With such an electoral outcome, we could see Republican trends toward increased

skepticism continue for the next several years, especially if outspoken party leaders, right-wing television news, and right-wing

talk radio commentators continue to portray climate change as a “hoax” and climate policymaking as a liberal plot to foster

increased regulation of corporations.

A McCain presidency, in contrast, would represent a sea change among Republican Party leadership on the issue of climate

change. Indeed, McCain is the first Republican presidential candidate to support a coherent climate policy that builds upon the

international scientific consensus, even if the LCV judges it to be inferior to Obama’s. If McCain becomes the next U.S. president,

his views on climate change may lead to a shift in the views of some Republicans, but probably not those who have bought into the

staunch skepticism of current party elites.

There is an obvious need for pollsters to monitor Americans’ views of global warming carefully over the next few years, paying

special attention to the possibility that the views of self-identified Republicans and Democrats may converge or continue on their

divergent paths. Regardless of their paths, though, the results will have major implications for policymaking on climate change.
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